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Goldwater Rolls Over Johnson In TIGER Straw Ballot
Clemson students favored Barry Goldwater
three to one over Lyndon Johnson at THE TIGER
straw ballot last Wednesday.
Goldwater pulled 1,222 votes to Johnson's 417
votes. There were also a number of write-in
votes including Alabama's Governor Wallace with
five votes, Strom Thurmond three votes, Dero
Cook one vote, Frank Howard one vote, and
others.
Of the students voting, 27 percent were registered voters, while the remaining students were
not. Of the registered voters, 75 per cent voted
for Goldwater while 25 per cent voted for Johnson.
The percentage breakdown by schools and colleges of the University is as follows: Agriculture
and Biological Sciences 81 per cent for Goldwater; Architecture 51 per cent for Goldwater; Arts
and Sciences 69 per cent for Goldwater; Engineering 62 per cent for Goldwater; Industrial Management and Textile Sciences 72 per cent for Gold-

water; and the graduate school 74 per cent for
Goldwater.
Around one fifth of the students voting wrote
in comments on their ballots. Among the comments from seniors voting for Johnson were:
"Goldwater is crazy as hell," "ban Strom," "I am
in almost complete agreement with the present
administration's policies."
From senior Goldwater supporters came:
"Down with Johnsonian socialism," "I really
wouldn't trust either one of them to walk a good
dog around the block; Goldwater would run it to
death and Johnson would ride it (holding the
ears)," "I'd die rather than vote Johnson," "(I
am) registered Democrat voting for the man with
integrity and personal courage."
From junior Johnson supporters came: "Goldwater is dangerous," "Neither one qualified, but
Johnson is the lesser of two evils."
Comments from junior Goldwaterites were:
"America needs honest, responsible government
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—America needs Barry Goldwater," "I favor honesty and integrity in government," "Better bread
and water with Goldwater than caviar and vodka
with Johnson," "Goldwater will certainly try to
bring back honesty and integrity to government."
From sophomore Johnson supporters: "Goldwater is a nut," "Goldwater has not made clear
his views on social security ... or nuclear weapons," "I'm independent and vote for personal preference, not by party loyalty."
Remarks from sophomore Goldwater supporters were: "Foreign policy is strong when a strong
policy is most needed," "First time in recent U. S.
history that the American people have had a
clear-cut choice," "I believe in individual freedom."
Ideas expressed by some freshmen voting
Johnson were: "Goldwater is too prone to start
a nuclear war," "Goldwater contradicts himself,"
"Goldwater doesn't display enough common sense
to run a country," "Clemson U. may be AU H20
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—but in Nov. we LBJ people will be the winners."
From freshmen Goldwater supporters came:
"Johnson is very untrustworthy, probably the
most crooked President we ever had," "Goldwater
wants to make U. S. stronger and more respected," "I don't like Johnson's stand on civil rights,"
"I want to see a change, in one way or the other,
in Viet Nam."
A physics graduate student supporting Johnson commented: "This is no time in history to experiment with politics and foreign policy."
Many students complained that they could not
register to vote because of state law despite the
fact that they were twenty-one and held jobs.
According to Dick Miley, news editor of THE
TIGER, "The results were very surprising; I guess
the Young Republicans have had a great deal of
influence on Clemson students." Miley also said,
"Clemson is probably the most conservative campus in the United States."
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Marvin Caughman Emerges Victorious
From Runoff Election Last Tuesday
Concert Series Presents
Famed Swedish Chorus
By CHARLES HUMPHRIES
The National Swedish Chorus will appear here Monday,
Oct. 26, at 8 p.m. in the field
house. This is the second of
the concerts that will be presented during the 1984-1965
Clemson Concert Series. Martin Lidstam, the choir's director for the past 29 years,
will conduct.
The National Swedish Chorus was founded in 1888 and
has been a feature of important state occasions in
Stockholm for decades, including functions for visiting
royalty and heads of state. It
enjoys a distinguished reputation throughout Scandinavia,
in Great Britain, Holland,
Belgium, France, and Germany.
Its present tour is the third
American visit by the 75-voice
male chorus. The first was in
1906, and the second in 1956.
This one-month tour of the
United States will take the
chorus to some 20 cities and
included an appearance at
Carnegie Hall in New York.
After the Carnegie Hall appearance, Ross Parmentes of
the New York Times said, "A
perfectly disciplined body!
The singing was full, confident, and resonant, with the
free masculine voices sounding well together."
When the chorus appeared
in San Francisco, Marjorie
Fisher of the San Francisco
News said, "It was a joy to
hear this virile-voiced group.
Under the direction of Martin
Lidstam, the chorus sang with
excellent intonation."
The group will sing selections from such famous musicians as Schubert, Schu-

mann, Brahms, and Beethoven, and choral music by
twentieth - century
Swedish
composers and folk songs of
the Scandinavian countries.
All regularly enrolled Clemson students are admitted with

the presentation of I.D. cards.
The general admission season
ticket is $7.00, and the ticket
for public school students, college students not attending
Clemson, and wives of Clemson students cost $4.00.

HOSTESSING A TEA

Coeds Entertain Professors
The coeds of Clemson University will entertain members of the faculty with a tea
to be held ' at the Women's
Dormitory. The tea will be
held from 3:30 to 5:30 on Sunday afternoon, Oct. 25.
Invitations were sent to the
members of the faculty who
are teaching the women students. Ministers, deans, and
other members of the administration are invited.
Receiving the guests will be
the Dean of Women, Miss Susan Deloney, house resident,
Mrs. Mary B. Hood, and dormitory officers, Yvonne Winn,
June Blackwell, Dottie Scarce
and Linda Acree.
Mrs. R. C. Edwards, Mrs. E.
P. Willimon, Mrs. R. F. Poole,
Mrs. W. T. Cox, and Mrs. G.
E. Coakley will assist the girls
with the afternoon tea.
After being served, the
guests will be guided on a
tour of the dormitory by the
women students. The idea of
the tea is to acquaint the professors with the girls' residence.
Dean Deloney stated, "The
women students are very excited about the tea, and are
looking forward to entertaining their professors. This is
the first time that the women

students have entertained any
of the faculty members.
We hope that this will be avery enjoyable occasion for
the professors and* the students, and that we will be
able to make it an annual
event in the women's dormitory^

"Together we will make this the best freshman class that Clemson has ever had," stated Marvin Caughman, a pre-medicine major from Columbia who was elected president of the freshman
class in the runoff election held Tuesday, Oct. 20.
Others who were elected to
represent the Class of 1968
for the 1964-1965 school year
are John Putnam, Mary
Trout, and Chuck Whitney.
They will serve as vice-president, secretary, and treasurer, respectively. The ten class
senators were elected on the
first ballot. They are John
Cotton, John Dickerson, Fizzie Jackson, Duke LaGrone,
Dick Kerrigan, Virgil Linder,
Miller Putnam, Lenny Roberts, Ronald Spats, and John
Ward.
Caughman, who defeated
his opponent, Joel Richardson, by a vote of 353 to 309,
made the following statement:
"I was dismayed by the fact
that the freshman class elections were blemished by the
disqualification of two of the

Clemson Plans For Annual
High School Visitation Day
Mr. Kenneth Vickery, Director of Admissions, announced that the annual High
School Visitation Day at
Clemson will be held Saturday, Nov. 7. Announcing the
program, Vickery said that he
expected about 600 high
school students from both
North and South Carolina.
An informal reception in
Tillman Hall will begin at
9:00 a.m. Deans, faculty mem-'
bers, and student leaders will
be on hand to talk with visitors. Coffee and doughnuts
will be served.
At 9:30, "This Is Clemson,"
a pictorial story of Clemson
narrated by Bob Cummihgs,
will be presented. After the
movie, Dr. R. C. Edwards will

Skirts With Stripes

The Clemson coeds recently elected new officers. They are (left to right) Dotty
Scarce, secretary; June Blackwell, vice president; Linda Acree, social chairman; and
Yvonne Winn, president. (Photo by Spencer 8c Spencer)

welcome the students to the
campus, and Dean Walter Cox
will introduce various University Officials. Mr. Vickery
will speak briefly on the admission schedule and requirements.
A tour conducted by faculty members to the college
or school of the student's
choice will then be conducted.
"This is so students can learn
what Clemson has to offer
(Continued on page 3)

candidates. However, while I
feel that this was truly an unfortunate incident, I do not
feel that it was indicative of
how well and hard the campaign was fought by the majority of the candidates."
"I wish to commend Ken
Stovall and the Election
Board for their fine job of
organizing the elections and
seeing to it that the campaigns
were carried out properly.
Theirs was a difficult task
well done."
"Finally, I beseech you, the
ladies and gentlemen of the
Class of 1968 of Clemson University, to endeavor, in whatever tasks are set before you,
to exceed the standards set
by all preceding freshmen
and make this the best freshman class at Clemson University. Thank you for your support."
John Putnam, a mechanical
engineering major from
Greenville whose extra-curricular activities include being a member of the Pershing
Rifles pledge drill team, was
elected over his opponent for
vice-president, Bill Coleman,
by a vote of 365 to 289.
In the race for secretary,
coed Mary Trout, a civil engineering major from Coral
Gables, Florida, polled 409
votes while her opponent,
Karl Sachsenmaier, received
268 votes. In the runoff for
treasurer, Chuck Whitney, a
zoology major from Clemson,
(Continued on page 6)

mmmam
A few of the 1,639 Clemson students who voted in the TIGER'S presidential straw
ballot cast votes for their favorite candidates. (Photo by Spencer & Spencer)

Senate Declares Election "Emergency"
Newly elected freshmen
senators participated in theirfirst Senate meeting last Monday night as a Senate committee reported, "The missing
of regularly scheduled classes
to vote (on Nov. 3) is to be
considered a personal emergency."
The committee's report also
stated, "Any students who
miss quizzes on Nov. 3 to vote
will be excused only if they
could not have voted by absentee ballot and bring tangible proof of having voted in
the form of a written note
from an election official such
as a poll watcher."
"Students who will need
excuses because of unusual
circumstances (as in the case
of freshmen veteran students
old enough to vote) must go
by the Office of Student Affairs before missing class to

Campus News Round-Up
S.A.M.'s Career Night

On behalf of Senator Goldwater, the negative team will
attempt to show just cause
why this should not be the
case. The incumbents, the affirmative team, will try to
display why there is no reason for such an effort.
The negative side and Sen.
Goldwater will be represented by Messrs. Rodgers, Wheeler, and Newell. Speaking for
the affirmative and President
Johnson will be Messrs. Lander,, Skove, and Capel. Mr. A.
J. Fear, advisor to the Clemson Debate Team, will serve
as moderator.
The public is cordially invited. A question and answer
Presidential Debate
period will be provided after
Republicans and Democrats the regular debate for all inwill have a debate on the terested parties.
* * *
campus Tuesday, Oct. 27 at
7:30 p.m. in the auditorium
YMCA Concert
of the Chemistry Building.
Clemson's YMCA will preCo-sponsored by the Young sent Dr. and Mrs. Hugh McDemocrats and the Young Re- Garity in a recital of dual
publicans, the debate will piano music at the YMCA on
feature Clemson faculty mem- Sunday, Oct. 25, at 3:30 p.m.
bers jousting with the candiSelections to be presented
dates and the issues of the include "Six Etudes," by
1964 presidential election race. Schumann; "Suite for Two
In general the debate will Pianos," by York Bowen;
be centered around the prop- "Festival," by Debussy; and
osition, "Shall the Democratic "Russian Easter," by Rachcandidate, President Lyndon
maninoff. Selections
B. Johnson, be returned to ofby Brahms and Riegger will
fice as President of the United
also be featured in the oneStates."
SAM, Society for the Advancement of Management,
will sponsor its annual career
night on Tuesday, Oct. 27, at
7 p.m. All interested students
will meet in room 101 of the
Physics building.
After meeting in the Physics building the group will
split up so that everyone will
have the opportunity to talk
•to representatives of the
fields they are interested in.
The general fields that will
be represented include military, engineering, business,
and the professions.

hour concert.
The second concert in the
series is scheduled for Sunday, Dec. 13. The public is
invited to attend.

*

*

*

Tigerama 1964
Blue Key will present their
annual Tigerama to be held
on Friday, Nov. 6, at 7 p.m.
in Death Valley.
Preparatory to Tigerama,
the band will begin playing at
6:45 in the stadium.
Tigerama will consist of
twelve six-minute skits presented by various fraternities
of Clemson. These skits will
(Continued on page 8)

vote and make special arrangements," the report continued.
Other Senate business included a report from the Committee of the Judiciary on the
fines bill. According to the
Committee, the bill will set
fines on violations of Student
Regulation. The same committee introduced a bill to
"strengthen the Residence
court's ability to levy penalties;" the bill passed.

Ben f. Ifffig Featured
Homecoming Weekend
Homecoming weekend, Nov.
6 and 7, will feature two
dances sponsored and presented by the Central Dance Association.
Ben E. King will highlight
the Friday night dance, while
Sam Cooke will provide entertainment for the dance Saturday night. Both of the informal dances will be held in
the dining hall. The dance
Friday will begin at 9 p.m.
and end at 1 a.m.; The dance
Saturday will begin at 8 p.m.
and end at midnight.
During intermission Friday,
finalists for the Homecoming
Queen Contest will be presented, according to Johnny
Scoggins, publicity chairman
of the CDA.
King was born in Henderson, N. C. His family moved
to New York City when he
was eleven. While he was
working in his father's restaurant, a booking agent dropped in and asked King if he

Scientists And Educators
Dominate Lecture Series
Scientists and educators
dominate the fall semester of
Clemson University's Lecture
Series schedule of four meetings open to the public without charge.
Dr. R. W. Pfouts, chairman
of the department of economics at the University of North
Carolina, poses the question,
"What Is an Affluent Society?," 8 p.m. Thursday, Oct.
29, in the Chemistry Building
auditorium, presented by the

The Senate unanimously
passed a resolution from the
Traffic and Grounds Committee that requires academic
sophomores must have a minimum grade point ratio of 2.0
to be able to have a car on
campus. This committee also
introduced a resolution to
have the Physical Plant place
filters on the two smoke
stacks; it passed.
The General Affairs Com(Continued on page 6)

department of industrial management and the economics
faculty.
From Sydney, Australia,
comes H. J. Oliver, professor
of English at the University
of New South Wales, who
will speak at 4:15 p.m. Nov.
10 in the Physics Building,
Room 101. He is sponsored by
the English department. His
topic will be "Australian Literature and the Comparative
(Continued on page 3)

could find a singer who lived
in the neighborhood; King became that singer.
He began his professional
career with a group called
The Crowns, predecessors of
the better-known group, The
Drifters. With The Drifers he
played a key role in their success; he wrote a number of
their biggest hits, including
"There Goes My Baby" and
"Dance With Me."
Among King's recordings
that have been continually on
the list of top-sellers are
"Spanish Harlem," "Amor,"
"Stand by Me," "How Can I
Forget," and "That's When It
Hurts."

Clemson Students
Recently Attend
National Contest
Three dairy science majors
recently attended the National Intercollegiate Dairy Cattle Judging Contest at Waterloo, Iowa. The Clemson students, Shuler Houck, James
C. Williams, Jr., and Spann
Brabham competed against
thirty-two teams representing
land grant colleges in both the
United States and Canada.
The judging was concerned
with five breeds of cattle.
Faculty advisor for the
group, Brannon commented,
"We should have done better, but we didn't have long
enough to practice." He further explained, "Some of the
other schools start their prac(Continued on page 3)
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From the Thursday, Oct. 15 GREENVILLE
NEWS:
Clemson University is making a wise and commendable step, worthy of emulation by others,
in asking the State Public Service Commission to
approve the sale of its electric power and water
facilities to the Duke Power Company.
The main reason given by the attorney for
Clemson was that the University wants to "get
out of a business foreign to its purpose."
Behind that simple statement lies a lot of common sense.
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Federal Credit Plan:
Solution To Costs
The fact that the cost of obtaining
an education is increasing can readily be attested by Clemson students.
The need for more adequate facilities, higher qualified teachers, and
selective personnel demands increased funds and rightly so. However,
these increased educational costs
hurt, and sometimes nullify, the opportunities of qualified individuals
to fulfill their educational aspirations. There are scholarships, but not
nearly enough to meet the ever increasing demand.
There are many proposed "solutions" to the problem of relieving
the monetary pressures of higher
education, but we should not be too
hasty in the acceptance of such solutions. Recently a proposal was submitted for debate before the 88th
Congress concerning the problem.
The proposal, submitted by the Citizens National Council for Higher
Education, Inc., was appropriately
.called the Tax Credit Plan. In essence, the plan would supposedly
■ benefit students and parents by eas-r
ing educational expenses. It would
permit a direct reduction in the due
amount of federal income tax after
all deductions had been figured.
Credit for the reductions would be
.< based on need, and would encompass
the expenses of tuition, books, and
supplies. This sounds wonderful but
there is more.
*-•< There are various conflicting
claims made by the advocates of the
' Tax Credit Plan. They indicate that
the plan will help parents to pay
college expenses, but add that the
educational institutions involved
have the opportunity to collect Federal funds by simply raising tuition
in the amount of the tax-credit. Dr.
', Roger Freeman, economist and member of the Steering Committee of the
Citizens National Committee supporting the proposed tax-credit plan
has this to say: "The purpose of indirect aid to higher education is: (1)
to augment the financial resources of
institutions; (2) to aid talented
young persons with aspirations for
higher education from families with
limited incomes. The tax saving, or
revenue loss, under my proposal,
may be estimated at $700 million
per annum or more. Institutions may
be expected to recoup as much as
three fourths of that amount through
increased tuitions ..." In other
words, three fourths of the plan is
designed to get federal money into
educational institutions, and only one
fourth of the plan is designed to provide relief for parents and students.
Another claim made by advocates
of Tax Credit Plan is that people of
modest incomes will be the main
beneficiaries. However, they add
that persons in the high income
bracket may choose to send their
children to expensive schools, thus
receiving greater dollar benefits. In
terms of percentages, advocates of
the plan indicate that aid given in

terms of fees paid drops as the fees
grow larger and as incomes rise. But
what about in terms of money, which
is the medium people have to use?
The plan is designed so that the
maximum portion of the tax dollars
goes to families earning up to $25,000
per year, and who are paying in excess of $1,500 tuition a year. A family
earning $35,000 per annum could receive $225 in tax cuts while a family
of five children earning $5,000 per
annum would receive no help since,
it pays no federal taxes. . In other
words, a great number of families in
the modest income bracket would not
feel any of the effects of the Tax
Credit Plan.
A recent analysis by a proponent
of the plan indicates that approximately half of the benefits would go
to the wealthiest 20% of the population. However, advocates of the plan
state that children from the low income brackets receive scholarship
aid. Actually, based on a report from
the American Council of Education,
students from families that earn in
excess of $11,000 receive a greater
proportion of scholarship help than
do students from lower income
families.
Actually, the Tax Credit Plan
could hinder low-income families.
Colleges and universities would raise
tuition in order to collect the tax relief afforded the parents of students.
Students who receive no such aid
would have to pay higher tuition
charges, thus adding to their financial burdens. Even those parents receiving tax relief would realize no
benefits because of the increased tuition charges. Some have referred to
the Tax Credit Plan as the "high tuition plan".
Advocates of the Tax Credit Plan
contend that tuition charges are going up anyway. However, is it not
true that a potential source of income
dependent on increases in some
monetary charge for its realization
enhances the possibilities of higher
charges? Colleges and universities
must be aided in the lowering of educational expenses so that higher education will be available to many, not
just a select few.
Estimated cost of a Tax Credit
Plan would be, at a minimum, $750
million annually. In five years this
figure would reach 11/4 billion annually. Although this plan is the
largest single "federal aid" proposal
ever submited before Congress, it has
never received any type of committee action.
There are many questions that
must be answered concerning the
Tax Credit Plan. These questions
must be answered for the sake of
those people who will be affected.
Would the people get something for
nothing? Would higher taxes to all
offset the cost of such a plan? In the
last session of Congress, the Senate
narrowly defeated the Tax Credit
Plan. How would you vote?
—W.H.L.

AS YOU LIKE IT

Symbolic Diving Deacon Misses Mark
By FRANK PEARCE
TIGER Columnist
Last Saturday about four
o'clock Clemson got in the
win column again, 21-2 over
Wake Forest. The afternoon
was pretty much all the way
for the Tigers, from the very
start. Just before pre-game
warm-ups got underway the
loudspeaker blares out with
"something of interest to
the fans here today. Jumping Jack Plyler, Wake Forest
class of sixty, is going to
make a skydive in just a few
moments, symbolic of the
day's game." Well ole Jumping Jack cruises up to about
ten thousand feet and bails
out like a real cool bird
plunging for the fifty yard
line, which was his target.
The symbolism of his little feat was thus: he came
down holding a toy tiger
by the tail . . . the Deacons
were going to tame Clemson

By LOIS MCALLISTER
TIGER Columnist
"To me these things are
the good: Beauty, touched
with sex and laughter; Beauty with God's earth for the
background." When George
Meredith wrote these lines
he could well have been inspired by surroundings such
as we have during this advancing fall season in Clemson, Southland, U.S.A. To
some, fall is only an announcement of harsh cold
and bitter winds which will
cause much discomfort in
the near future. Although
all realize that this wonderful season will not last,
there should be no hesitancy to let oneself go limp
with relaxation and be satu-

Campus Society Attempts To Smother Individualism

I

in rebellion to the surrounding campus society, he goes,
perhaps, through four years
of feeling a "revulsion at
infringement of his rights
and a complete and spontaneous loyalty to certain aspects of himself."
The question then naturally arises, why try to fight
the campus authority? what
is to be gained by this rebellion? and is this rebellion
worth the fight? In answer
to these three questions the
rebel must decide the answers for himself, by himself, and in relationship to
himself.
Attacking this problem in
a political point of view, consider a person schooled in
the beliefs of democracy
who suddenly finds himself
in a communist
society.
Would he become a communist simply because he
was living in a communist
society, or would he rebel
against the society because
he believed it caused an "infringement of his rights." In
this example the three pre-

in the air, and since the
ground was his logical stopping point, the Deacons were
also going to stop the big
Tigers on the ground . . .
namely the fifty yard line.
So ole Jack zooms earthward
at whatever speed skydivers
fall and finally opens up a
garrishly cute shute shot full
of holes to help him guide
his little ole self down.
Man, this was to be the
greatest sort of symbolic
leap for Wake's first home
game and good ole homecoming all at the same time.
Only thing was that good
ole Jumping Jack Shot his
symbolism all to hell when
he not only missed the fifty
yard line, but the whole
playing field and even the
stadium itself. Last seen he
was floating south at about
fifty
knots and tugging
shroud lines for all he was
worth.

We don't like to kick a
man
when
everybody's
down on him, but what about
Sunday
breakfast?
Breakfast may be the most
unpredictable meal as far as
number eating is concerned,
but could not provisions be
made for an unexpected
rush of hungry Clemson
men? Two lines, one stretching almost to the Jew Shop
and the other wrapped about
itself about three times,
simply won't git it, git you
fed in less than an hour that
is. And comment was heard
about several dining hall
employees industriously
working away at a bull session while a few of their
counterparts were doling out
grits to the troops.
All the doors are open
now, we graciously acknowledge, so maybe a couple extra lines could be opened
should the need arise.

Season Of Beauty, Sex, And Laughter
Marred By Campus Vandals, Cheaters

FISH 'N QUIPS

who is looked upon as being
By HOWIE FISHBEIN
a rebel in that society. This
TIGER Columnist
There comes a time, may- rebel, as defined by Camus,
be not right now, tomorrow, is a person who "simultanor next month, when each of eously experiences a feeling
us must make the decision. of revulsion at the infringeThe decision to act out our ment of his rights and a
beliefs to their fullest ex- complete and spontaneous
tent, or to buckle down un- loyalty to certain aspects of
der the popular belief and himself."
Bringing this concept of a
thus let our own beliefs be
buried by the society that is person being loyal to himin power at the moment. self, or being loyal to the
The question is not to live society simply because it is
our lives in a continual state the ruling power, to the
; of hypocrisy (the practice of level of the college student,
acting how one does not the decision must be made
feel) but to seek out what as to which side of the fence
we feel and act in that man- the student is to stradle. On
. ner which we do feel is cor- one side of this fence of
feeling we have the conformrect.
In the world today the in- ity to the environment of
dividual is governed by the the campus situation, and on
society (that system of com- the other side we have the
munity life that restricts the rebeling to the environment
individual) in which an in- of the campus situation. If
dividual finds himself sur- a student is on the side of
rounded. It is in relation to the former there is no probthis society that the in- lem. He simply spends his
dividual will be classed as four years following the
being a member in good rules that the campus society
standing of that society, or feels are correct. On the
of being classed a member other hand, if a student is

NEWS Calls Clemson
Facilities Sale Wise

viously posed questions seem
to be child's play to answer.
First, he would try to fight
the communist authority because it imposed an infringement on his rights; secondly,
the thing that he would gain
would be a democratic form
of government; and thirdly,
the rebellion against communism is worth the fight
because he would have a
"spontaneous loyalty"
to
your own beliefs.
Now, answering the three
questions in terms of a student rebelling against the
campus authority to change
the present authority; the
thing to be gained by this
change is a more complete
scope of academic freedom;
and the rebellion is worth
the fight because the rebel
has a "spontaneous loyalty"
to his own beliefs.
So the important decision
that is to be made is whether to become just another
student who is willing to accept the present form of
campus authority, or to become a rebel against the

rated with the glory of "the show include the unco-opdays of wine and roses." eratives—No matter what
There should be an ever- they are asked to do, for
present awareness that "if whatever practical reason,
winter comes can spring be they insist on doing things
their own way. Their way is
far behind?"
There is a special quality always the one which causes
about fall. It's as if a huge others the most trouble and
muffler has been laid over makes everything run inefthe earth, sounds are quiet- ficiently. They insult those
er, the sun caresses those with whom they associate
things it touches. Even the because, in effect, they are
shadows, though more num- saying that they have no
erous, are kind, as if they respect at all for the rights
of others.
share a secret with those or privileges
that stand within them. Everyone must gear his
God's earth, which Meredith schedule to those of the un\
described as the necessary cooperatives.
Another class of "bad
background for "the good,"
is ever-present and never- guys" are the destroyers and
changing in its beauty and defacers. They drop trash
superiority. But the other on the campus and streets.
necessary property—man— They deface public property,
is sometimes a vivid contrast and they take for their own
everything which is not
to the perfection around
firmly nailed down. It seems
him.
This generation sometimes to be their sole aim in life
to make the world ugly for
is heard to comment, sadly,
everyone. Since they don't
that people are gradually
appreciate the perfect setting
degenerating; that
their
standards are lower than in which they are allowed
to play out their parts, it's
they used to be. Whether
too bad they can't be sent to
the state which some people
the barren spaces of another
have reached has been the
planet.
action of a continuing diCertainly the cheaters begression or whether it is
long to the "bad guys"
only a continuation of a
group. They waste enough
former state, is difficult to
time trying to figure ways
determine. At any rate, it
of getting something for
is unimportant. What can be
nothing, to attain it honestdone about these "players"
ly. The sad thing is, they
who make bad art out of
often do get something for
the really good drama taknothing, and they take it
ing place on this "stage" —
from everyone else who is
this seems to be the really
depending on a standard of
important consideration. It
quality to make their degree
seems unfair for them to be
worth the time they have
allowed to make the whole
put into it.
production a flop for all the
How ironic that man,
rest of the cast.
God's "greatest" creation,
The "bad guys" in the
should be so unworthy of
the place made for him to
prevailing authority. The deinhabit. If only the spirit of
cision must be made by each
man could reach the quality
and every student. I am
of trees changing color in
committed to believe in the
autumn; if only the soul of
loyalty I have in myself. The
man could attain the heights
question is which loyalty
of perfection seen in the sun
have you committed yoursetting over the lake. If only
self to? To the society a— it would be a good arguround you, or to yourself.
ment against atheism.
The decision is yours!

Why should Clemson authorities, whose primary function is education and the various experimental, development and guidance services
in industry and agriculture related to this purpose
have the added burden of operating a utility
company?
With Duke already operating in the area, serving most of the municipalities in this region along
with a substantial portion of the rural customers,
the company is better prepared to serve Clemson
as it now is and to expand and improve the facilities and services to meet future demands.
Clemson can buy the service more cheaply from
Duke than it can provide it for itself, even if the
trustees wanted to set up a wholly owned water
and power company of its own and hire competent'
management for it.
To make this economically feasible they would
have to seek businesses off campus and, thus, become a competitior of both private power companies and the REA cooperatives.
This they surely don't want to do, shouldn't be
allowed to do, and probably can't do legally.
While Duke is primarily in the power business,
it does have some water operations, just as it formerly had extensive public transit interests. They '
are competently managed by the company and
supervised by the appropriate state and federal
regulatory authorities. Anderson, for instance, receives water service from Duke.
Clemson probably will make money two ways .
off the deal. Duke will pay for the facilities now
owned by the University, and will pay taxes to
the state, the two counties and to the municipality
of Clemson which surrounds the campus. The
school will share in this. In addition Clemson and
the community will receive adequate service at;
fair rates.
Besides Duke's reputation for rendering superior service at competitive rates and its readiness and ability to plan and expand for into the
future, Clemson and the resident customers will
have the state and federal regulatory agencies to
fall back on to help see that the job is done right. '
This, however, is the frosting on the cake. Clemson is trying to get out of a business in which
neither it nor any other state agency should be;
engaged. In so doing it is setting an example for
the state government as a whole.
Many a person with a new car is taking his
creditors for a ride.
*

*

*

Congress is being asked to raise the federal
debt ceiling again. Turning out the lights at the
White House didn't provide sufficient saving.—
Redwood Falls (Minn.) Gazette.
*

*

*

When playing golf, nothing counts like your
opponent.
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CSS Hunley Sinks USS Housatonic
By TOM RAMSAY
TIGER Feature Writer
Clemson has rendered many services to her
state and nation other than the obvious one of
education. Among the most unusual of these was
the part that Clemson had in constructing a reproduction of the Confederate submarine, Hunley.
This replica is now the property of the South
Carolina Confederate War Centennial Commission. It has been available throughout the Centennial for public displays and parades.
Tragedy For Progress
Hunley's history is a tragedy, but the type of tragedy
which sometimes seem necessary for progress to be made.
It begins in 1862 in New
Orleans.
A Confederate naval officer,
Captain John Hunley, with
two assistants, Captain James
McClintock and Baxter Watson, were building a submarine torpedo boat for use
against Northern ships blockading Southern ports. New
Orleans fell to the Federals
before the boat could be completed and to prevent its discovery it was sunk. Its builders escaped to Mobile where
they began construction of a
new boat.
This second boat was twenty-five feet long, five feet wide,
six feet deep, and tapering at
each end. When it was com"pleted, it was towed off Fort
Morgan, where it was to be
manned for attack against the
fleet blockading Mobile Bay.
The sea was rough and the
boat became unmanageable;
it then flooded and sank.
The second boat had several successful trial runs, however, Captain Hunley never
lost faith that this would be
the weapon to turn the tide in
the Confederacy's naval war.
Thus, a third submarine to be
named the C. S. S. Hunley was
begun.
Very Crude Design
Made from a cylinder-shaped iron boiler, which was already on hand, it was about
thirty feet long, four feet

wide, five feet deep, and had
adjustable diving planes along
the sides. Having no engine,
the propeller, located at the
stern, was turned by a long
crank handle which the eight
crew members turned by
hand.
This unique submarine had
no periscope. To see, the submarine had to lie on the surface, just awash, with her
hatch open so that the skipper
could stick his head out. In a
rough sea, water would come
in the hatch endangering the
ship. There were water tanks
to help the submarine submerge, one at the bow and
one at the stern, but to empty
these the crew had to work
hand pumps.
Its torpedo, a copper cylinder holding a charge" of ninety
pounds of explosive was to
be towed behind the sub on
a 200 foot line. The sub was
to dive under the victim ship
and pull the torpedo, which
would detonate on contact, into the side of the ship.
Lack of control over the
torpedo on trial runs showed this method to be impractical. It was decided to place
the charge on the end of a
pole extending in front of the
bow, to ram this into the side
of the enemy ship, and then to
retreat to a safe distance before detonating it.
Charleston Made
Headquarters
Because of harbor conditions at Charleston, South
Carolina, it was decided by
Confederate officials that the

Hunley could best serve- the
South there. It was transported to the harbor by rail
from Mobile.
After more testing, a crew
under Lt. John Payne made
ready to make its first attack.
Eight men had already gotten
aboard when a swell swamped the boat drowning all of
them. The boat was raised; Lt.
Payne and eight others again
volunteered. As they prepared a second time to attack, the
boat was again swamped with
Lt. Payne and two other men
escaping, but six men were
drowned.
General Beauregard then
turned the boat over to a
volunteer crew which included Capt, Hunley and Thomas
Parks, one of the builders.
After having practiced maneuvers for sometime one evening, the sub failed to come
up from a dive. It was discovered later with the bow
deep in mud. Nine men including Capt. Hunley and Mr.
Parks were lost.
Once again, the ship was
raised and refitted, and once
again a crew volunteered,
knowing full well the odds
against survival.
When the new crew under
Lt. George Dixon was well
trained and after waiting two
months for the right conditions, Gen. Jordan ordered
the ship to attack the Federal
fleet blockading Charleston
Harbor.
First Attack
On the night of February
17, 1864, the Hunley, whose
maximum speed was four
miles per hour, slithered
through Charleston Harbor
toward the United States'
jloop-of-war, Housatonic. This
sub was no longer allowed to
dive, but had to operate at
night to avoid detection.
A sailor aboard the Housatonic who spotted the sub just
before it struck described it
as looking like a longlog approaching the ship. Unknown
to the crew of the sub, how-

What A Crew

Standing beside the replica of the CSS Hunley is its sixth crew—(left to right). Professor Laiiala, head of the Department of Industrial Engineering; B. Crooks; Professor
J. H. Couch; R. Crait; F. Scott; Professor Meeks; R. Hendxicks; and W. Chappell.

Bergman Stars In Coming Movie
By CHARLES HILL
TIGER Feature Writer
McHale's Navy
"McHale's Navy" is a ninety-three minute movie version
of the thirty minute television
show by the same name. Logically, one might assume that
it consists of three of the television versions (minus commercials) pieced together to
form a full-length picture.
Apparently, that's about what
it amounts to.
All the characters from the
TV comedy are here—wacky
Ernest Borgnine, the commander of PT Boat 73; frustrated Joe Flynn, Borgnine's
captain; and bumbling Tim
Conway, the ensign. They are
all stationed in New Caledonia, supposedly to fight the
Japanese in World War II,
but they rarely get around to
anything so serious.
The background situation
for the antics in this story is
a scheme by the crew to run
horse races based on the delayed results from the track
in Australia. From this basically simple racket they get
involved in all sorts of offtrack, corny, and usually hilarious misadventures.
To those who are already
McHale fans from TV, this
flick will only be an elongated
version of what they see every week, with the same char-

acters and situations. However, the wide screen rendition is considerably improved
with the addition of color.
It should be an amusing
service film, and it's especially intended for youngsters and
family-type audiences. And
Borgnine turns in a fine performance as the picturesque
Navy equivalent of the Army's Sergeant Bilko.
The Visit
"The Visit," featuring topline stars Ingrid Bergman and
Anthony Quinn, promises to
be an absorbing drama of human greed and vengeance.
Miss Bergman portrays an incredibly wealthy woman who
is holding a grudge, and
Quinn is a small town .businessman who was Ingrid's
former lover.
The story develops when
Miss Bergman, after a twenty
year absence, returns to visit
her impoverished home town.
The citizenry hopes that the
local girl turned rich will financially help out their village. At a dinner in her honor she does offer money to
the town, to the tune of two
million dollars.
The hitch—she requires the
life of Quinn. For it seems
that long ago they were lovers, and Ingrid was made
pregnant. But Quinn refused
to marry her or acknowledge

that he was responsible. From
here the plot continues to an
interesting conclusion.
To those who enjoy a serious, psychologieal-type drama,
this picture should be tops.
The film is constructed in an
intriguing, suspenseful, and
sometimes repelling fashion.
The screenplay has some biting implications to make
about the human condition in
general and greed and vengeance in particular.

LECTURE SERIES
(Continued from page 1)
Study of Literature in English."
Acting director of the Office
of Water Resources Research
in Washington, D. C, Dr.
John C. Calhoun, Jr., will explore the subject of "Water
Resources," 8 p.m. Dec. 3 in
the Chemistry Building auditorium. His visit was arranged by the College of Agriculture and Biological Sciences
and the College of Engineering.
"World Food Problems" will
be the topic of a lecture by
Dr. Hugh Bunting, chairman
of the department of agricultural botany, Reading University, Berks, England, at 8 p.m.
Jan. 11 in the Physics Building, Room 101, a presentation
of the College of Agriculture.

ever, was the fact that the
ship had slipped her chain
and was drifting toward the
sub so the impact of the torpedo was much greater than
expected.
C.S.S. Hunley could not get
away from the ship which
drifted after it before the torpedo detonated. Thus the sub
and its crew sank with the
Housatonic within three minutes after the explosion. The
Housatonic lost only two men.
Sweat; Blood; Death
The Hunley, which claimed
thirty-two Confederate lives,
cost her creators more in
blood than her enemies. According to Rear Adm. Fredrick B. Warder, "...she (Hunley) set a precedent of world
shaking consequence. By sinking that Union ship, Hunley
demonstrated that a ship
could veil herself in the underwater world and, through
the element of surprise deal
the enemy a deadly blow."
"This was the beginning of
a drastic change—a brilliant
revolution—in sea warfare."
Representative John A May
of Aiken, chairman of the
South Carolina Confederate
War Centennial Commission,
conceived the idea of building
a replica of the Hunley for
display during the Confederate Centennial.
Dr. R. C. Edwards, president of Clemson University,
offered the services of Clemson in building the hull. The
work was done by the Department of Industrial Engineering and the replica was
first unveiled in April of 1961.
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CLEMSON'S WHO'S WHO

Mr. Melford Wilson Discusses
Functions Of The Comptroller
By TONDY McGOWEN
TIGER Feature Writer
Perhaps not so widely
known, but needless to say,
a very important man on
campus is Melford Wilson,
vice president for business
and finance and comptroller
for Clemson University.
Education
Mr. Wilson was born in
Kingston, N. C. attended high
school there. He went on to

Shealy, Tom Sizemore, James
Stacy, and Mary Williams.
With Mary Williams and
Tom Sizemore as observers,
Coach Fear took a team of
John Anderson, Mike Hopkins, Tom Ramsay, and James
Stacy to Mercer University at
Macon to the Dixie Invitational Tournament. Having
two novice debaters filling
varsity slots, the team was
surprised to finish with an
even record.
Nov. brought the South
Carolina Invitational and the
Georgia Novice Tournament.
John Anderson and Mike
Hopkins debated at South
Carolina in a type of debate
that requires the teams to debate alternate rounds affirmative and negative. The next
week they accompanied the
novice team of Tom Butler,
Tom Ramsay, Mac Shealy, and
James Stacy to Georgia.
Clemson faced two rough
varsity tournaments as the
new year came in. At Wake
Forest, the competition was
again of the two-man switch
side variety with John and
Mike again doing the honors
for the Tigers.
In Jan., the Atlantic Coast
Conference Tournament was
held at the University of
South Carolina. Because of
the high quality of the debating of John and Mike, Clemson received speaker awards.
To finisH up the year, the
Tigers visited the University
of Southern Mississippi for
the Gulf States Invitational
Tournament, the Duke Invitational Tournament, and the
Alleman National Novice Debate Tournament. The latter
was held at Bellamine College in Louisville, Kentucky,
and is the recognized tournament that determines the national novice championship.
The Calhoun Forensic Society of Clemson was well
represented and contributed
greatly to the good image of
the school on all of the many
campuses that were visited.
"Resolved: That the federal government shall establish
a program of public works
for the unemployed," are the
words with which the debaters will open their third year
of debate. Doug Campbell,
Hans Feige, Ed Hathaway,
Terry Richardson, and Marvin Runyon have joined with
John Anderson, Thomas Butler, Michael Hopkins, Tom
Ramsay, and James Stacy to
form the team for this year.
With the help of Miss Marie Binsse, the Tigers plan to
have many victories this year,
perhaps enough to win the
Atlantic Coast Conference
Tournament which will this
year be held at Clemson.

HIGH SCHOOL DAY
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Debate Team Begins Third Season
By JAMES STACY
TIGER Feature Writer
Intercollegiate debate is an
activity between two teams of
two men each in which some
affirmative proposition is to
be either accepted or rejected
depending on the outcome of
the debate. The proposition,
or resolution as it is called,
is chosen before each school
year by the Honorary Forensic Society and is used by all
colleges and universities in
the United States.
Under the direction of A.
William Bloom, with the able
assistance of Deuel N. Griffin, Clemson University entered intercollegiate debate Jan.,
1963, with a team comprised
of John Anderson, Albert
Burgess, Lyman Frost, Michael Hopkins, Johnny Mahon,
and Belton Mimms. Journeying to the University of North
Carolina for the Atlantic
Coast
Conference
Debate
Tournament, Clemson won a
few victories and gained
much needed experience
which served them well later
in the year.
Feb. found the Talking Tigers at the University of
South Carolina for the Camellia Tournament. Here they
met highly touted West Point
for the first victory of a three
win streak. It is interesting
to note that this was one of
West Point's better years.
March marked the first
holding of the Duke Invitational Tournament which has
become an annual event. With
the impressive Duke campus
as a backdrop, this is one of
the most beautiful tournaments of all; because of the
teams invited, it is one of the
most difficult. Clemson debaters did not distinguish themselves particularly, except by
defeating Duke, the eventual
winners of the tournament
with only one loss.
In April, the last tournament of the 1963 season was
somewhat of a disaster. At
the Southern Speech Association Tournament in Nashville,
Clemson suffered unfair treatment that warranted their
walking out. At a later date
the Tigers received letters of
apology.
For their second year of
debate the Talking Tiger
Team was fortunate to obtain
Arthur J. Fear from the University of Georgia to head
the team. With only John Anderson and Mike Hopkins
coming back as varsity debaters, the team was helped by
the addition of Thomas Butler, Tom Ramsay, Robert

Joma

(Continued from page 1)
them in their field," Mr. Vickery said.
After lunch, the students
will be able to ask any questions they have at a question
and answer period held in the
auditorium. At 2:00 p.m., the
visiting high school students
will be the guests of the University at the Clemson-North
Carolina game.

Kingston, N. C. and attended
high school there. He went on
to attend the University of
North Carolina and the University of South Carolina as
both an under graduate and
as a graduate student.
In 1937, he graduated "Summa Cum Laude" with a B.S.
degree in Commerce from
USC. He was a member of
Phi Beta Kappa, Delta Sigma
Pi and Pi Gamma Mu honorary and scholarship fraterities.
Before World War II, Mr.
Wilson held the position of
senior statistician for the
South Carolina Unemployment Compensation Commission and moved on to become
technical advisor and the
chief of reporting and procedures for the Bureau of
Employment Security
in
Washington, D. C. During
World War II, he was chief
of statistical coordination and
procedures for the War Manpower Commission in Washington and commissioned as a
Lieutenant in the U. S. Naval
Reserve.
Since the war, until June 1,
1955, when he first came to
Clemson, Mr. Wilson had been
chief of activity analysis for
the Bureau of Employment
Security and executive director for the South Carolina
Unemployment Compensation
Commission in Columbia.
TIGER Interview
In an interview with Mr.
Wilson last Friday, the Tiger
received an idea of the big
business involved in university management. A few of
his comments follow:
TIGER: What functions
do the office of comptroller and vice president for
business and finance include?

DAIRY CONTESTANTS

Mr. Wilson: The operation
of any university is big business, and it requires top flight
personnel. There are many
departments and agencies under the comptroller which are
vital to the smooth operation
of the university and a yearly
balanced budget. These departments include just about
every form of commerce in
the university from the planning budget of the entire university to the management of
the Clemson House.

Melford Wilson, vice-president for business and finance and comptroller.
The aim of the Comptroller's office is the maximum
utilization of funds to improve
education facilities.
This entails a tremendous
budgeting operation by determining just exactly what is
most necessary for Clemson
to fulfill its goal of offering
each student the best type of
education possible.
TIGER: What is an overall picture of the financial
set-up at Clemson?
Mr. Wilson: The financial
set-up from Comptroller's office on down includes thousands of details. The yearly
budget runs at about twenty
million per year; this includes
all agencies under the Business and Finance Office.
Finances
are
acquired
through funds, Student fees
(which, by the way, pay less

than one-fourth of what the
state pays) and many other
other sources. Student fees
are used along with other
funds in paying off the total
expenses of operating the
university.
- .
In other words, all funds
are used for the common goal
except gifts beholding to certain projects. All tuition fees
are placed in a fund to; be
used to support bond issues
providing for education facilities.
;
For example, only a small
part of the cost of the new
library
will
be
covered
by the special fee paid by the
students. The rest will I be
covered
by regular state
bonds paid for by student
tuition fees (tuition is a building fund).
TIGER: What part does
construction play in determinging the budget at Clemson?
Mr. Wilson: An estimate of
the construction costs between
January 1, 1950, and June 25,
1964, on projects which have
been completed and projects
yet to be completed is over
thirty million. Some of these
projects include .the ne% library, the addition to 'the
Chemistry building, the English-Math complex, and 'the
Women's Residence Hall (No.
1) among a very long list of
others.
Projects next on the list to
be started include Men's
Dorm No. 11, Women's Residence Hall No. 2, repairs to
the Industrial Engineering
Building, additions to Internal Combustion Engines Laboratory, plus several others.
As you can see, there is much
activity in the construction
aspect 6f Clemson at the present time.
Decisions reached on which
construction projects to be
financed are reached by the
school administration as a
team, according to priority
and need.
Next Week's Interview
In next week's TIGER, we
will interview Wright Bryan,
vice-president for development.

(Continued from page 1)
tice in the summer."
In addition to competing in
the contests themselves, the
Clemson representatives visited several university and
private dairy farms during
the trip, which lasted several
days.
Earlier in October in Chicago three other dairy science
majors, Ed B. Baskin, Terry
A. Blakely, and James M.
McMillan, won ninth place in
ice cream judging in competition with twenty - two
Some drive-in theatres are bit. It will be the herd shot
schools. The judging covered
so
luxurious they now have round the world.
five dairy products: milk,
cheddar cheese, butter, ice wall-to-wall carpetting.
"What," the young girl
cream, and cottage cheese.
quizzed
her date, "is hotThen
there
was
the
girl
The American Dairy Associablooded, passionate, and
tion sponsored the national whose boyfriend didn't
hums?"
smoke, drink, or swear, and
contest.
The young man thought
never,
ever
made
a
pass
at
At the Southern Regional
a bit, then said, "I don't
contest, the Clemson trio her. He also made his own
know."
scored a third, with individ- dresses.
She smiled and replied,
ual honors of fourth and fifth
When a girl can read the "Hmmmmm ...
going to Baskin and Blakely,
respectively, in cottage cheese. handwriting on the wall, she's
Daffinition: irony—a windy
in the wrong restroom.
day when, just as a beautiful
When WSBF News contact- girl with a short skirt aped the Superintendent of Wa- proaches, dust blows in your
ter Purification in Clemson eyes.
Dr. A. A. BenedeiiiPichler, one of the world's last week and asked if extra
These jokes and quips are
outstanding analytical chlorine had been added to
chemists, will be guest the water, giving it the pe- written for the majority of
lecturer at the Clemson culiar taste, the answer was, our readers — students, uni"No. The students weren't us- versity employees and offiUniversity Chemistry Seminar program, 4 p.m. Oct. ing enough water, thus the cials, alumni, and other faith29 in Bracket! Hall, Room chlorine was collecting in the ful readers.
pipes."
118.
Question to ponder about:
Also scheduled for semWhy
has the Motor Pool
inar talks this semester
Some girls make friends
moved closer to the Athletare Dr. Werner Herz of
quickly. With strangers, it
ic Association?
Florida Slate University,
takes
a
little
longer.
Nov. 9, and Dr. Edward G.'
One presidential candidate
Janzen of the University of
You know what they call tried to unscrupulously fix the
Georgia, Dec 3.
election—he offered the devil
Dr. Thomas H. Siddall of Ex-Lax in Holland?
Dutch Cleanser.
an air conditioning unit if the
the Savannah River Plant
devil would help him win.
inaugurated the 1964-65
The next phase in the space
series, followed by Dr. R.
Computation of Book Store
race is sure to make headD. McDonald of Kansas
prices: wholesale cost of the
lines:
State University.
Scientists are planning to item plus the 500 per cent
put 300 head of cattle into or- Howard Excise Tax.

Chemist Speaks
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Tigers Set For Tough Horned Frogs Saturday
Firing Tigers A Young And Eager Squad'
Hold 7-0 Mark;
Citadel Today Says Roberts Of Cage Team
The Clemson Firing Tigers,
holders of a perfect 7-0 record
this season, meet The Citadel
Rifle team at Clemson this
afternoon.
Last Friday afternoon the
team defeated the N. C. State
varsity, Army ROTC and Air
Force ROTC teams in a match
held at N. C. State. The
scores were: Clemson—1337;
N.C. State—1258; N.C. State
ROTC—1219; N.C. State AFROTC—1208.
Kenneth Aaltonen led the
Tigers with a new individual
high score of 274. Aaltonen
was backed up by Bill Kuykendal—269; Carl Best—265;
Bobby Lanford—265; and Jack
Belk—264. These three wins
gave the rifle team the already mentioned mark of 7-0
overall.
Members of the new girls'
rifle team were officially announced last week. Seven girls
were selected from the many
who had been practicing for
the past few weeks. The members of the team are: Miss
Yolanda Pacini, Miss Jeanette
Hicks, Miss Carla Griffin,
Miss Kathi Frese, Miss Marijo Davis, Miss Gail Addis, and
Miss Jane Pace. Miss Pacini
was appointed team captain.
The girls' team will fire a
one position match against
the freshmen boys' team and
the Pendleton Gun Club tomorrow afternoon.

JUST ONE AT A TIME, ANTONCIC

By STEVE RIFKIN
TIGER Sports Writer
Coach Bobby Roberts opened his third season as head
basketball coach as practice
started last Thursday with a
young and eager squad. Not
only did Roberts lose all five
starters' off his third-place Atlantic Coast Conference club,
but the top two reserves have
also graduated.
Clemson fans can take much
hope this season because last
year the Cubs had the best
freshman team in history.
They compiled a 14-1 season
mark, with their only loss
coming at the hands of South
Carolina, who they later beat
by a decisive margin. It would
not be surprising to see 3 or
possibly 4 of these upcoming
sophomores start this year.
Roberts believes that Randy
Mahaffey, Jim Sutherland,
Walt Ayers and Hank Channell have the ability to play
right now in the A.C.C.
Gone from last year's squad

Proper Address
Required On Mail I
J. B. Boggs, superintendent of U. S. Mail at the
university station, announced last week that improperly addressed letters
will be returned to senders
beginning Oct. 26.
Boggs said his staff has
lately been spending over
three hours a day delivering improperly addressed
mail. "It is against all the
postal regulations," he
said.
According to the superintendent, the main offense
was the lack of box numbers on mail. He gave an
example of the proper
mailing address: John Doe,
Box 9876, University Station, Clemson, S. C, 29632.
He said the zip-code
number (29632) is important for fast mail service.
He continued that the ruling "pertains only to letter
mail."
According to Boggs, the
following mail will be given directory service as
usual: registered, certified,
special delivery, C. O. D.,
insured, and all parcel
post.

5°BfRIS *™DJ DOZEN—From row-Fred Steiner, Rudy Antoncic, Rich Hall,
Buddy Benedict, Ronnie Cox, Gary Helms; Back row—Don Seilz, Walt Ayers, Ken
Gardner, Hank Channell, Randy Mahaffey, Jim Sutherland. Missing: Tom Corcoran,

Tiger Future Games Include So. Cal., Alabama
1966
I96S
1967
Sept. 18—N.C. State at Clem-" Sept. 24—Va. at Clemson
Sept. 23—Wake Forest at
Oct. 1—Ga. Tech at Atlanta
son
Clemson
Oct. 8—Ala. at Ala.
Sept. 30—Ga. at Clemson
Sept. 25—Va. at Charlottes- Oct. 15—Duke at Clemson
Oct. 7—Ga. Tech at Atlam
lottesville
Oct. 22—S. Cal. at Los An- Oct. 14—Auburn at Auburn
Oct. 2—Ga. Tech at Atlanta
geles
Oct. 21—Duke at Durham
Oct. 9—Ga. at Athens
Oct. 29—Wake Forest at Win- Oct. 28—Alabama at Clemson
Oct. 16—Duke at Durham
ston-Salem
Nov. 4—N. C. at Chapel Hill
Oct. 23—T.C.U. at Clemson Nov. 5—N. C. at Clemson
Nov. 11—Maryland at ClemOct. 30—Wake at Clemson
Nov. 12—Md. at College Park
son
Nov. 6^-N.C. at Chapel Hill Nov. 19—N.C. State at Ral- Nov. 18—N.C. State at ClemNov. 13—Md. at Clemson
eigh
son
Nov. 30—S. C. at Columbia
Nov. 26—S. C. at Clemson
Nov. 25—S. C. at Columbia

that compiled a 13-12 overall
record and a 8-6 conference
mark are Jim Brennan, Donnie Mahaffey, Mike Bohonak,
Gary Burnisky, Nick Milasnovich, Woody Morgan, and
Manning Privette.
Coach Roberts believes that
the third Mahaffey (Randy)
is the best of the trio to ever
play for Clemson. The 6'-7"
beanpole averaged 17.4 points
a game last season and also
averaged 11.7 rebounds per
game. Jim Sutherland, who
was the freshman team's
leading scorer with an average of 19.9 points per game,
could help the Tigers considerably. Channell and Ayers
are both good rebounders, and
Joe Ayoob and Fred Steiner
could help out in the backcourt. The five returning lettermen are Rudy Antoncic,
Buddy Benedict, Ronnie Cox,
Richard Hall (the only senior
on the squad) and Gary
Helms. Coach Roberts said
that only Benedict and Helms
saw enough action last season
to be considered experienced.
Ken Gardner and Tom Corcoran, a pair of 6'-5" boys who
red-shirted last year are slated for a good deal of action
this season. When asked what
he considered his starting
team, Coach Roberts replied,
"I can't tell you for sure now,
but when December 1 rolls around the five boys who have
the greatest desire to play will
be on the court." The coach
also said that he expected
Benedict, Helms, Mahaffey,
Ayers and Gardner to see a
good bit of action this season.
The Clemson roundballers
have a 22 game schedule, including nine home games. On
this season's slate is the Poinsettia Classic at Greenville,
S. C, which will pit the Tigers against Furman, Auburn
and Baylor. There are 2 games
against each A.C.C. team and
two each against Georgia and
Furman and one game each
against The Citadel and
Georgia Tech.
Roberts predicted that North
Carolina and Duke should be
the leading contenders for the
A.C.C.
championship with
Clemson, Wake Forest, N. C.
State, Virginia, Maryland and
South Carolina fighting for
the remaining positions.
The Tigers will open the
season against North Carolina
on Dec. 1 and the as yet unproved squad may surprise
many people this season.
EDITOR'S NOTE:
Due to a lack of space
this week, "We Pick 'Em"
will not be run. However,
the tally will be kept up to
date and hopefully, space
will permit us to run our
football prognostications
next week.

When Ralph Terry
Jgoes golfing...

I love a man in Van Heusen "417"!

'Chap Stick'goes along!
"With today's heavy schedules," says this
Yankee ace, "I just can't sneak in much golf
during the ball season. So I don't really hit the
courses till October.The weather's cool, and
that's trouble for my lips. To soothe them, I

always use 'Chap Stick'. It takes away that
uncomfortable, dry feeling —helps heal sore
lips fast—summer or winter.With 'Chap Stick'
along—on the diamond or golf course—I don't
worry about my lips, just my game!"
The lip balm selected
for use by the
U.S. Olympic Team. «

DON'T LET DRY, SORE LIPS SPOIL YOUR FUN-WHEREVER YOU GO, GO WITH 'CHAP STICK'
'CHAP STICK' IS REG. TM ©1964 MORTON MFG. CORP., UNCHBURG, VA.

You can tell he's important, ready to
move up. That "V-Taper" fits and*
flatters his rugged, rangy physique, and
the executive styling of traditional
button-downs or crisp Snap-Tabs should
take him to the top. Broadcloth or
oxford, in all the greatest colors,
oh man... that's the shirt for my man!
$5.00

Hot Texas Sun Bids
To Wilt Tiger Team
By HOWIE FISHBEIN
TIGER Sportswriter
With one half of the season already gone the Tiger football team has a
2-3 record, and Clemson foes for the last five games will be just as tough
as the first five proved to be. Tomorrow the Tigers will journey out to
Fort Worth, Texas, to meet the Horned Frogs of Texas Christian University. The Frogs do not have an impressive record, 1-4, but in losing to
Kansas, Florida State, and Arkansas, they have lost to three of the top
ten teams in the country. They scored their first win last week by beat^
ing Texas A&M 14-9.
The only other time Clemson has faced T.C.U. was in the memorable
Bluebonnet Bowl game of 1959. In that game the Tigers were losing 7-3
going into the fourth quarter; then lightning struck. Within the span of
seven minutes the Tigers racked up a 68 yard touchdown pass, a 23 yard,
touchdown pass, and a one yard plunge good for a third TD making the
final score 23-7 in Clemson's favor.
Horned Frog head coach
Abe Martin has only three
lettermen returning from last
years squad that posted a 4-51 record. Right halfback Jim
Fauver, center Ken Henson,
and right guard Steve Garmon are the three lettermen
who will lead TCU into tomorrow's tussle. Fauver is a
185 pound halfback, with such
great running ability that a
new dual offense was dreamed
up by coach Martin to give
Fauver a better opportunity
to display his running talents.
The new dual offense has a
T side and a power side in
the same formation. When the
offense is open the stress is
on the pass, and when it's
closed the stress is on the
running play. Coach Martin
feels that he can have both
power and quick hitting off
both formations.
Ken Henson, at 6'6", 250
pounds, is the biggest center in T.C.U. history. For
the past two years he has
been named io Tom. Harmon's pre-season All-America team, and in his junior
year he was chosen in the
N.F.L. draft by Los Angeles
and in the A.F.L. draft by
Houston. Along with Henson on the Horned Frog
front line will be ends
Charles Campbell and Joe
Ball, tackles Norman Evans
and Bobby Smith, and
guards Billy Snow and
Steve Garmon. Garmon was
an All-Southwest Conference right guard in 1963.
Calling signals for the
T.C.U. backfield will be
quarterback Kent Nix. At
the halfback positions will
be Fauver and Bobby Sanders with Larry Bulaich at
the fullback slot.
After last week's 21-2 victory over Wake Forest the Tigers will play with the same
unit that started last week's
game. Clemson will have Ted
Bunton at center, Richard
Cooper and Joe Blackwell at
guards, Butch Robbins and
Johnny Boyette at tackles,
and ends Hoss Hostetler and
Wayne Bell making up the
starting forward line. The
backfield will be made up of
quarterback Jimmy Bell, halfbacks Hugh Mauldin and Billy Ward, and fullback Pat
Grain. Although Crain sustained a severe charley-horse
in last week's game, he should
be ready for play tomorrow.
The game will start at 2:00
P.M. Central Standard Time
at T.C.U.'s Amon Carter Stadium, and the Tigers will be
looking for a win to even up
their 2-3 record. The game
will be a contrast between
the air-minded T.C.U. Frogs
and the ground hugging Clemson Tigers. The hot Texas
sun will also be a major factor in deciding the final outcome. The last time the Tigers ventured into the Southwest ..they came out on theshort end of the score against
Oklahoma, but tomorrow
Clemson will hopefully have
the momentum of last week's
win to offset both T.C.U. and
the skies of sunny Texas.

TCU HALFBACK JIM FAUVER is rated the Horned
Frogs' best bet to win all Southwest Conference honors.

Howard Sees Tough
Battle At Ft. Worth
By SAMMIE CARROS
TIGER Sports Writer
Coach Frank Howard sat
behind his desk Monday
morning smiling a little more
than he had last week. He
even chewed his tobacco a
little easier.
"All right, get on with it
son," Howard began.
TIGER: Do you feel better
this week?
Howard: Well, I reckon so.
You know, son, it's always
good to win. The grass looks
greener and your food tastes
a little better after you win.
TIGER: Couldn't the game
have been closer if Wake
Forest had not had so many
passes dropped?
Howard: Yeah, maybe buddy. But you know if we tackled that Tech boy that ran the
touchdown, we might have
won,-and if that Georgia boy
hadn't intercepted that pass
for a touchdown, that game
would've been clbser. There's
a lot of "ifs" in this game. I
don't see any reason to downrate our win.
TIGER: Was Wake Forest
a good team?
Howard: Yeah, they were
pretty good, but they're not as
good as N. C. State or Tech or
Georgia.
TIGER: Did you put a lot
of emphasis on stopping Piccolo (Wake's fullback)?
Howard: We worked on
stopping him during practice
and we did a pretty good job.
He made a few good runs, but
you know he's a good hard
runner.

ALEXANDER DRUG CO.
WE INVITE YOU TO COME
SEE US FOR YOUR

VAN HEUSEN*

DRUG AND SUNDRY ITEMS

TIGER: How did you block"
the quick kick?
Howard: There's nothing!
mysterious or fancy about it.
We studied the films and had
a pretty good idea of when
they would try it. Now you
see, when they quick-kick,;
their halfback lines up a little
deeper than the fullback. The
quarterback pitches back to
the halfback and he quickkicks. Now our boy that plays
on the center's nose (Joe
Blackwell) shot the gap between the guard and center
and went right in and blocked the kick. Their center
wasn't a real good experienced player and so when our
boy didn't hit him their center didn't know what to do.
Last time I remember anybody quick-kicking against us
was in 1958 when we played'
UNC here. We blocked one of
their quick-kicks the same
way and also made a touchdown on it.
TIGER: Is there any reason
why you played some new
players early in the game?
Howard: Well, Crain (Pat) ''
got hurt early and so I had to
replace him. Mauldin was hurt
from the week before so somebody had to take his place.
And one of my ends wasn't
playing good so I put somebody else in. Sometimes, it's
out of necessity that you have
to put new players in. Those
new ones played good, too. I
think I might make Marion
(Phil) a defensive specialist.
But you know, I like to play
a lot of boys, especially after
they practice so hard during i
the week.
(Continued on page 5)
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Frosti Rap
Imps By
26-3 Mark
By JOEL RICHARDSON
TIGER Sports Writer
A fired-up Tiger Cub team
trounced the Duke Blue Imps,
26-3, last Friday in Death Valley for their second win of
the season.
Duke scored first early in
the first quarter on Lee
Reese's 32 yard field goal.
The rest of the first quarter
was fairly even as each team
failed to move the ball and
had to exchange punts.
Coming back in the second
Quarter, the Cubs charged
downfield and scored on a
seven yard pass play from
Charlie Ellenburg to Freddy
Kelley. The PAT was missed
by Benny Michael, and the
score at half was Clemson 6,
Duke 3.
During a hard fought third
quarter Ellenburg marched
his team down field with the
help of good runs by Art
Craig and Bo Ruffner. On the
two yard line Ellenburg kept
the ball and drove in for the
touchdown. The PAT by
Michael was good and Clemson's Cubs led 13-3.
Good defensive efforts by
the Tiger team kept the Duke
frosh from moving the ball
following the Cubs' second
touchdown. Kit Jackson, the
third team quarterback, intercepted a pass during the
third quarter setting up another touchdown which Ellenburg again carried in from
the one. The PAT was again
missed by Michael and the
Cubs led by a margin of 193.
In the fourth quarter Jackson intercepted his second and
third passes of the game and
returned one interception for
79 yards and a touchdown.
Michael's kick for the PAT
was true and the rampaging
Baby Bengals led 26-3.
Duke took to' the air behind
thy passing of Larry Davis
and Al Woodall following the
final Cub score. After the
Blue Imps had made sizeable
gains on their drive, the Cubs'
Richard Luzzi intercepted a
pass on the goal line and returned it 54 yards, A fumble
on the next play lost the Cubs
iiie ball, but they regained it
four plays later and ran the
clock out with the final score
standing 26-3.

Tigers Play Piccolo,
Wake Too; Win 21-2
By RICH PARRIS
TIGER Sports Writer
Clemson bounced back from
three successive defeats to
hand the Deacons of Wake
Forest a 21-2 setback last Saturday. Capitalizing on two
faulty punts and a desperation
quick kick, the Tigers spoiled Homecoming Week for the
proud Deacons, not to the dismay of Tiger fans, however.
FIRST QUARTER

Tackle Fred Brown of the Duke Blue Imps recovers a fumble in the Cub-Blue Imp
game last Friday. Brown's teammates, Larry Davis (19) and Don Brannon (20) watch
the action. The fumble recovery wasn't enough for the Imps as the Cubs took the
contest 26-3.

Hostetler Feels Tigers
Can Win Coming Games

By TIGER Sportswriter
JERRY BARON
Last Saturday, the Tigers
came alive to swamp Wake
Forest by the score of 21-2.
Anchoring the right side of
the first unit's line was the
job of John "Hoss" Hostetler.
"I come from Charleroi,
Penn., a steelmaking town
near Pittsburgh," said Hoss.
"I'm six foot, two inches tall
and weigh one hundred ninety-two pounds. Right now I'm
a sophomore majoring in economics. Accidently, I got the
nickname 'Hoss.' When I was
asked for a nickname, I used
my father's, not thinking anyone would use it for me.
However, when the programs
came out, there I was, listed
as 'John "Hoss" Hostetler'."
"The coaches and the people here are the reasons I
came to Clemson," Hostetler
added. "Yeah, I had offers
from other schools; William
& Mary, Wake Forest, Purdue, and Kentucky all offered
scholarships to me. I got my
share of offers. I visited several of the colleges, but Clemson was the friendliest. There
is only one problem—girls."
This will be Hostetler's first
year of varsity college football. Hostetler has noticed
HOWARD SEES
several differences from his
(Continued from page 4)
previous experiences. "Well, I
TIGER: How does TCU think that you have to hit
look?
harder because you are playHoward: Well, they've got ing against bigger boys. Fresha halfback who is fast as men don't use college plays.
lightning. He's probably their In college, you are always
best player. Then they've got playing against players who
a real fine passing attack. You are as good as you are." Hosknow their record isn't too tetler wasn't always an end,
impressive, but you've got to "Once, in high school, I playremember that they play some ed halfback. I was really
rough
teams
out
there., great. The next week, I was
They've already played Kan- an end again." Once you make
sas, Florida State, Arkansas, the first unit, it is not easy
Texas Tech, and Texas A&M. staying on it, as Hostetler exTCU lines up in about the plained, "During a game, the
same formation eighty percent coaches score you on all plays.
of the time, but you don't If you do the proper thing,
know which way they're go- you are given a one, if not,
ing. The power ratings have a zero. At the end of a game
us! a three point favorite going your score is averaged out and
if you have not done well,
into the game.
TIGER: Incidentally, what there is always someone willkind of tobacco do you chew. ing to take your place. If
Howard: Oh, it's Penn's Coach Howard didn't want me
to play, I wouldn't."
Thin Quality. I get it down"Ho*' believes that he
town at the drugstore. I don't played^ good game against
know why I chew. I guess it's Wake Forest and that the
just a bad habit. I don't even team did loo. "On blocking, I did better this past
know I'm chewing it during a
game than in previous
game. You want some buddy? games. Butch Robbins helpTIGER: No thank you sir, I ed me on tackles. However,
think I hear the five till no one on the team is satWhistle blowing on the Physi- isfied with the game. Everyone thought they could
cal Plant.
have done better. Everybody could have given a
better second effort. We
ATTENTION
All students are reminded were pleased to a certain
to pick up their Virginia game extent; we hustled better
tickets on the loggia in the than against Georgia and
usual manner — seniors on North Carolina State. We
Monday, juniors on Tuesday, do belter in practice than
on the field in a game. We
etc.

also need more experience."
Hosteller also commented
on some past games, "I feel
that we should have beaten
every learn we have played.
Except for a few breaks,
we could have beaten Tech.
We loafed al North Carolina Stale."
Hostetler also mentioned
the team's spirit and feelings.
"When we go to a game, we
feel we want to win. No one
knows what happens to you
when you get onto the field,
but you stop. Your mind
wants to go, but your body
doesn't. We need to get it in
our minds that we're the best.
When you lose, everyone is
against you; when you win,
everyone is for you. The Wake
Forest game built up the team
spirit. It showed that they can
do it if they really try." Hostetler added, "I feel that the
student body is really behind
us. At Wake Forest, they really yelled and showed their
spirit."
He had some good words
for some fellow teammates.

THE SAFE WAY to stay alert
without harmful stimulants
makes you feel drowsy while
studying, working or driving,
do as millions do . . . perk up
with safe, effective NoDoz
Keep Alert Tablets.
Another fine product of Grove Laboratories.

Wake Forest won the toss
of the coin and elected to
take the ball offensively.
Brian Piccolo, the highly touted fullback of the Deacons,
immediately showed the fans
his prowess as a runner by
reeling off 6 yards on the first
play of the game. Yet, even
Piccolo could not penetrate
the defense of Clemson
enough for a first down, as
Wake was forced to punt from
their own 29. After taking
Wayne Welborn's punt Clemson delved into Wake Forest
territory on their first offensive play, with Crain going to
the 49 of Wake. Davis, filling
in for the injured Hugh Mauldin, and Crain did the brunt
of the running for, Clemson
during the first quarter.
After picking up a first and
ten on their first series of
downs Frank Pearce entered
the game to attempt a 51-yard
field goal. Wake Forest drew
an offsides penalty on the
play giving Clemson a fourth
and one situation. Hal Davis
then cracked for the first
down at the Deacon's 28. The
Tigers drove to the Wake
Forest 13 yard-line before
Pearce had his field goal try
blocked by Joe Carazzo.
Taking over on their own
40 Wake proceeded to gain
all the way to the Tiger's 2a
before losing the ball on
downs. Halfback Frank Liberaiore immediately swept
left end for a 23-yard gain
to the 48 of Wake. The
quarter ended wilh Clemson
on Wake Forest's 41 yardline.

"I don't know much about the
left side of the line. On the
right side of the line are
Butch Robbins and Richard
Cooper. With their help, we
contain runners real well."
Hostetler compared Brian Piccolo, of Wake Forest, to Pat
Crain, "Piccolo is a good ball
player, but I feel Pat Crain
is a better all-around ball
player. It takes something to
hit the line and gain those
extra yards. Crain has it."
There is much in the future for Hostetler. Hostetler
mentioned, "I'm looking forward to the Virginia game.
Two boys from my home
town are on Virginia's first
unit. I played with them in
high school and now I'll be
playing against them." As
for the rest of the season, "If
the boys work and give one
hundred percent, we'll win
the next five. If we don't give
SECOND QUARTER
one hundred percent, we also
know what will happen. If
Both teams managed to
we do lose any more games, score during the second quarit won't be because of one in- ter of the hard-fought contest.
dividual, but the whole team." After picking up one first
down Wake was forced to
punt from their own 38 on a
fourth and nine situation. Liberatore received the punt at
Clemson's 23 yard-line and
made a beautiful 33-yard runback. Yet the Tigers were unable to muster up much offensive punch at this point,
being held to one yard on this
series of
downs. Barfield
angled his punt and it rolled
dead on the 6 yard-line of
Wake Forest. Carazo, attempted a quick kick on a third and
seven situation. Guard Joe
Blackwell analyzed the play
perfectly and blocked the
kick, while tackle Butch Robbins was recovering the ball
in the end zone of Wake for
a TD. Pearce's placement ef-
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We all
make
mistakes... L^
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NoDoz™ keeps you mentally
alert with the same safe refresher found in coffee. Yet
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fort split the uprights arid
the Tigers went ahead 7-0
with 9:20 remaining in the
first half.
Wake Forest got their first
sustained drive of the afternoon going as they drove to
the Clemson 17 yard-line before giving the pigskin to
Clemson on downs. While trying to pass out of trouble Ray
was caught in the end zone by
Deacon end Joe Sepic for a
safety. The clock showed 5:15
left in the half as Clemson led
7-2. Mackovic attempted 5
consecutive passes from Wake
territory, the last one being
fumbled by Carazo and recovered by Blackwell on the
Tiger 25. The first half ended
with Clemson deep in its own
territory. Halftime statistics
showed both teams virtually
equal in every department except net passing yardage.
Wake completed 4 of 13 passes
for 103 yards, while the Tigers attempted only 2 passes
and completed none.
THIRD QUARTER
An exchange of punts al
the onset of the third quarter resulted in Clemson having possession of the ball
at the Wake 44. Weiborn,
the Deacon punter, had jutt
kicked one straight up lo
give the Tigers the break.
After Bob Baldwin, who
look over on the first unit
for the injured Pal Crain,
had bulled hit way lo
Wake's 40, Hal Davis broke
through the middle of the
Deacon's line and outran
everyone for a 40-yard
touchdown. Pearce's PAT
made the score 14-2 with
10:05 remaining in the third
quarter. After beginning al
their own 30 Wake Forest
was again denied a touchdown as Clemson's stubborn
defense held them on the
Tiger 12. Clemson look
over and chalked up four
straight first downs before
the whistle blew ending the
third period of play. Baldwin picked up 25 yards on
these four series of downs.
FOURTH QUARTER
Another poor punting effort by Weiborn of Wake was
turned into a touchdown by
the Tigers early in the final
period. Barfield punted to
the Deacon nine, where Weiborn called for a fair catch.
Unable to move, Weiborn was !
pressed into a punting situation at the Wake Forest 16
yard-line. His 9-yard boot
was received by Liberatore,
who returned to the Wake 19.
The Deacon defense contained Clemson fairly well, and
Pearce came in to attempt a
field goal, or this was everyone's first thought. The field
goal was a fake and quarterback Ray hit Jay Cooper with
a 14-yard scoring toss.
Pearce's placement try was
good and the scoring for the
afternoon was over, as Clemson led by 21-2. Wake penetrated Tigerland twice more
in the period but could not
cross the_goal line.

By BILLY WALKER
TIGER Sports Editorj
TCU REMEMBERS CLEMSON
The greatest fifteen minutes of football ever?
played by a Clemson team—that is the way many \
people describe the last quarter of the 1959 Blue- \
bonnet Bowl, which pitted Clemson against this \
week's opponent, TCU.
The first half of the game saw TCU strike for[!
a touchdown and then hold the Tigers to an ear-!
lier Lon Armstrong field^goal. TCU went into the ij
dressing room wondering how the Tigers, highly;!
touted ACC champions of '59, had earned a spot;;
in the game with them. The third quarter gave:
the Horned Frogs no reason to be awed as the!;
Tigers failed to put together a single offensive!
drive. Then came those famous, or infamous, de-!
pending on which team you were supporting, fif-;!
teen minutes which saw three different Tigers;!
cross the Horned Frog goal line for scores.
Quarterback Harvey White got the aerial show |
on the road by tossing Gary Barnes, a spindly,!
sophomore end, a pass that carried for 68-yards!
and a touchdown.
The Tigers got the ball back two plays after!
the ensuing kickoff on the interception of a pass!
thrown by TCU quarterback Donald George. Two \
minutes later the Tigers racked up another touch- •
down on a 23-yard pass play from alternate unit \
quarterback Lowndes Shingler to end Tommy!
King.
The second hand on the scoreboard made four \
complete sweeps, and the Tigers had crossed thei
double-stripe again* The scoring play, a two yard |
plunge by fullback Ron Scrudado, was set up on \
an 11-yard pass from Shingler to halfback Harry!
Pavilack. Armstrong kicked his second extra;
point of the day, and the Tigers held the final \
margin of victory at 23-7.
WAKE FOREST AND WARD
The Tigers resembled their namesake last Sat- \
urday with a good defensive effort, one which \
stopped Wake Forest when stopping them was a \
®
must and not a crowd-pleaser.
As the Tigers begin the second half of the '64 !
season, they can look back and hope to improve !
on their earlier performances. At this point in|
the season, the defense appears to be fairly sound.;!
The team's pass coverage has been loose, but loose I
coverage eliminates the chance of being scored on i!
via the long pass. The offense has improved with \
each game, but the team has a long way to go to;!
compare with the offense-minded Tigers of '63,!
who won their last five games.
Last week, a story in THE TIGER entitled;;
"Billy Ward Is Unknown Halfback On First |
Team" pointed out the fact that Billy Ward excels |
at blocking, an art which often goes unnoticed. \
One play in the Wake Forest game showed just!
how good a blocker Ward is. That play, Hal Da- \
vis' 40-yard touchdown run, saw Ward take out!
the Wake safetyman with a bone-crushing block,!
one that gave Davis clear sailing to the Wake goal \
line. For this block and many others, "Trailing ij
The Tiger" salutes Billy Ward, an unheralded but ]
extremely necessary addition to the Tiger back- j
field.
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man's way—to all-day deodorant protection.
MENNEN SPEED STICK, the man-size
deodorant, goes on so wide it protects almost
3 times the area of a narrow roll-on track.
Goes on dry, too—no drip, mess or tackiness.
So be our guest—send for yours today.

MENNEN
FDR MEN

liiii MENNEN ;ii!=

pSPEED m
1 STICK9 m
deodorant

FOR MEN
THE MENNEN CO.,
Box 200 SS, Morristown, N. J.

Gentlemen: Send me one free Speed Stick.
I enclose 25^ for postage and handling.
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More Letters To Tom

Tall Man Passeth
Dear Tom,

On Sunday, Sept. 13, one of
South Carolina's
and the
Southeast's finest and most
illustrious citizens passed away at his home in Greenville
into the Great Beyond. This
was Charlie Daniel, a man
highly gifted in fine, natural
sense.
His social nature was reflected in his dominant character of hospitality.
His prosperity was won by
obeying the laws of righteousness. Diligence and honesty
were among his cardinal virtues.

Anita Bryant sings in her own gay style to the delignt
of the mostly-male audience in the Field House. Guy
Lombardo and the Royal Canadian band provided the
background for her in this the first of Clemson's concerts. (Photo by Spencer 8c Spencer)

Campus News Round-Up
(Continued from page 1)
be followed by presentation of
contestants in the Miss Clemson University Contest and
the announcement of the winner.
A display of $1,500 worth
of fireworks will terminate
Tigerama in time for the
dance to follow at 9 p.m.
Admission
to Tigerama
will be 49c. Jerry Caughman,
chairman of the Tigerama
committee, states, "You can't
get a bolter bargain anywhere."
Approximately 6,000 persons
attended last year's
Tigerama, and around 8,000
persons are expected this
year.
* * *

YMCA Devotional
Wednesday, Oct. 28 at 10
p.m. a YMCA devotional, entitled "What is Man's Greatest Need?," will be presented
on all interested halls.
The first YMCA devotional
was presented on Wednesday,
Oct. 21, with the subject
"What is Man?" Any hall
which is interested in having
these devotionals should get
in touch with Henry Garbelman, C-816.
* * *

Peace Corps
In response to requests
from interested students, arrangements have been made
for a special on-campus administration of the Peace
Corps Placement Test. The
non-competitive test, used'
only in assisting in the placement of potential Volunteers,
will be given on Nov. 11 and
12 at Student Center, Meeting Room No. 3. In addition
to the more than 8,000 Americans who will go into train-

ing in 1965, 1,000 juniors will
enter summer, 1965 training
to begin preparing for overseas assignments in 1966 upon
completion of their senior
year. For further information
on the test and how you can
apply, contact Mrs. MiHer in
the Counseling Office.
* * *

Nursing School
Virginia Proctor, on a recruiting tour for the Emory
University School of Nursing,
will speak at Clemson on
Tuesday, Nov. 3, at 10 a.m.
Miss Proctor is director of
student development for the
Emory nursing school.
Emory offers a collegiate
nursing program leading to a
Bachelor of Science in Nursing degree. The Emory nurse
receives two years of academic work in the College of
Arts and Sciences before entering the three year professional nursing programs' * *

Coast Guard
Representatives of the United States Coast Guard will be
on the Loggia Tuesday, Oct.
27, and Wednesday, Oct. 28,
to answer questions and interview all seniors and graduate students interested in the
Coast Guard Officer Candidate School. Provisions have
been made for administering
the officer qualification test
during the visit on campus.
» * *

He was as complete a
gentleman as ever breathed
and was respected, honored,
and beloved.
He appeared always to
have himself under control.
Principle with him was al
ways first.
Long will his name and influence like John C. Calhoun,
Thomas G. Clemson, and others live in the grateful hearts
and memories of South Carolina and all of the Southeast.
He was a life trustee of Clemson.
Charlie Daniel was truly an
immortal creation of The
Creator.

Clemsonites Visit Chicago
For National Convention
By JUNE BLACKWELL
Representatives of
THE
CHRONICLE, THE TAPS,
and THE TIGER left Wednesday afternoon for the fortieth
annual Associated Collegiate
Press Convention held at the
Conrad-Hilton Hotel in Chicago, 111., Oct. 22-24.
Representing
TAP'S are
Charles Harmon, Lee Bearsch,
Lex Scott, Ed Tennant, Mac
Brooks, and Harvey Springer.
TIGER delegates to this
convention are Bill Anderson,
Dick Miley, Bill Hamilton,
and John Lank.
Dail Dixon, Durward Stinson, John McCarter, and Harry Townsend are representing
the CHRONICLE staff.
According to Dick Miley,

SENATE NEWS
(Continued from page I)
mittee is presently working
on a bill for election of student government delegates to
the South Carolina State Student Legislature held in Columbia and to the Southern
Universities Student Government Association which holds
annual meetings at different
member universities and colleges.
dustrial Engineers Tuesday,
Oct. 27. The meeting will" be
held in Room 116 of the I.E.
Building at 7 p.m.
* * *

TAPS Drop-In

South Carolina, all of the
South and the whole United
States have lost a real giant,
who set illustrious examples
that no one could make a mistake to follow.
Fred Osborne
Class of '15

Clemson Changed.
Dear Tom,
I know the memory of the
dreary, wet, rainy evening of
Oct. 15 will live long in the
hearts of all who attended the
concert.
In my three years here at
Clemson, I haven't seen anything that could come close
to comparing with the performance of Guy Lombardo,
Bud and Cece Robinson, and
the INDESCRIBABLE Anita
Bryant. (Not even the fabulous Julie London—Ugh!) It
was truly remarkable.
They not only performed at
Clemson, they performed for
and with Clemson. Every
minute was filled with a sense
of mutual enjoyment. I don't
believe that there has been a
group to come here that has
enjoyed presenting the program any more than they did,
and I know that we, the students, had a sense of being a
part—thus giving a great time
for all.
Whoever was responsible
for this concert gets a BIG
THANK YOU from me, and I
know from many others, for
one of the most enjoyable
evenings that I have spent at
Clemson.
Gordon Wilson
Class of '66

TIGER News Editor, "We are
looking forward to the National Convention in hopes cf
learning ways to improve our
publications through exchange
of ideas with students from
all over the country. The purpose of the convention is to
facilitate the exchange of
ideas through formal and informal instruction."
' These delegates are attending topic meetings on college
newspapers, yearbooks, and
magazines. They were also
invited to a convention dance
and an Awards Luncheon.
Seminars for college maga
zines are being conducted by
editors and publishers of na
tional publications. Last year
the special guest speakers
were the editors of McCall's,
and Journal, assistant editor
of Esquire, promotion editor
of the New Yorker, and the
"Speaking Out" editor of Post.
THE TAPS will be represented in a display of AllAmerican year books. Study
courses in basic and advanced
yearbook design are being offered to annual staffers. The
TAPS staffers are also being
instructed on layout and effective use of illustrations.
The TIGER representatives
are attending special sessions
on coverage of campus news,
and reporting in depth. They
also will learn more about
editorial content and leaderm
ship.
! i
The delegates left Wednesday afternoon. They went
through the Great Smokey
Mountains
National Park,
Knoxville, Term., and Louisville, Ky., on the way to
Chicago. They plan to return
Saturday afternoon.

The TAPS will hold a dropin for interested students who
have at least a sophomore
classification. The drop-in will
be held at the TAPS offices
located on the ninth floor of
the Student Center on Monday night, Oct. 26, at 7:00
I E Speaker
Mr. Robert Newson, head p.m.
of the Industrial Engineering
Department at Reynolds ToSTOP AT
bacco Company in WinstonSalem, N.C., will speak on the
application of industrial engineering in industry at the
"FOR YOUR FAVORITE BEVERAGE"
meeting of the Society of In104 W. Calhoun St.
Anderson

Bud and Cece Robinson are shown in the midst of their act, a take-off on dances
from the Twenties to the present, backed up by the Royal Canadians during last
week's concert. (Photo by McKinnon)
the runoff elections. This was
MARVIN CAUGHMAN
100 more students than voted
(Continued from page 1)
in the freshman runoffs last
who is a member of the Can- year. Stovall further stated
terbury Club and the newly
that he was generally pleased
organized student drama with the smooth handling of
group, defeated his opponent, the elections, but that he was
Richard Loveland by a vote very disturbed by the many
of 387 to 268.
reports of nominees' posters
It should be noted that in being destroyed or mutilated
a runoff election, unlike a reg- by vandals.
ular election, only a plurality
of votes cast is necessary to
FRI.-SAT. • OCT. 23-24
elect a candidate. In a reguPETER O'TOOLE
lar election a majority of the
RICHARD BURTON
total number of votes cast is
required.
IN
In commenting on the elections, Ken Stovall, Chairman
of the Elections Board, stated
IN
that he was very pleased with
TECHNICOLOR
the turnout of 666 voters for
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LAMBSWOOL!

"BECKET"
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SUN.-MON. • OCT. 25-26

CONTINUOUS PERFORMANCES!
POPULAR PRICES!

ERNEST BORGNINE
JOE FLYNN
TIM CONWAY
IN

Everybody who's ever been funny is in it!

'McHale's Navy'

STANLEY KRAMER

IN
COLOR

PRESENTS

IT'S A
MAD,
MAD, MAD,
MAD
WORLD"

TUES.-WED.
OCT. 27-28
ERNEST GOLD

One Week Thurs., Oct. 22
thru Wed., Oct. 28*
-TECHNICOLOR*

Walters &
Clemson

OSTEEN THEATRE
Anderson, S. C.

INGRID BERGMAN
ANTHONY QUINN
IN

rr

The Visit"

Anderson

Clemson Theatre

LARRY'S DRIVE-IN

JUNIOR CLASS BLAZER SALE
MONDAY, OCT. 26
12 Noon - 6 p.m.
STUDENT CENTER LOUNGE
6 Colors
4 Styles For Men And Women
HOME DELIVERY

FOR CHRISTMAS

n«8 {$©<?

L C. MARTIN
DRUG COMPANY
Your Qiexali) Store

814 Wade Hampton Blvd.
GREENVILLE, S. C.

OVER
HALF A CENTURY
OF TRADITIONAL

PEPSICOIA

SERVICE TO CLEMSON
- WITH A SMILE -

Need Something?
Harper's Has It
I'll have it
cut at the

Clemson
Barber
Shop

This is
the week
to do something

about
your future!

This week the Bell System
recruiting team will be on your
campus.
They're here to talk to people
who want to put their educations to work in the fast-growing,
fast-moving communications
business.
Maybe that includes you.
We're interested in engineering, business and liberal arts
seniors who have done well and
who expect to keep on doing
well.
We want people who are
acquiring the habit of success.
We can strengthen it.
The Bell System is where
people find solutions to exciting
problems. Bell System companies are equal opportunity
employers.
If you haven't done so already,
you owe it to yourself to find
out what the Bell System can
offer you. Sign up now at the
Placement Office for an appointment with our representatives.
This might be the week your
future comes into focus.

For Less Too!

Harper's 5 & 10c Store

®

BELL SYSTEM

American Telephone and Telegraph Co.
and Associated Companies

to provide the world's
finest communications

